Radiothon Flyer

DECEMBER 3RD, 2022

9AM - 8PM
LISTEN IN ON 89.9FM!

CALL:
715-346-3755
TO PLACE A BID
FOAMING SPRAYER, INTERIOR CLEANER, SPEED SHINE, BRILLIANT WASH, MICROFIBER TOWEL 25PK, ENCORE 5 GAL BUCKET, RAIN-X ORIGINAL GLASS

SCRUBBA DUB DUB
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
MIDNIGHT BLUE CITRUS CANDLE, RECORDS: JOY DIVISION (FACUS 2), KATE BUSH (HOUNDS OF LOVE), THE SMITHS (LOUDER THAN BOMBS), TALKING HEADS (77), MINISTRY (SHOWS THE WAY)

PUNCHBOWL
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
$50 GIFT CARDS TO: POLITOS, FINAL SCORE, POINT AFTER, ARBUCKLES, POINT BREWERY

MADA LOT OF MONEY
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
RETRO N 3HD CONSOLE, "SCOUT" SNES CONTROLLER, NES CADET CONTROLLER, GN6 GENESIS CONTROLLER, 3D ART/ SUPER MARIO CREW, FIRE MARIO PLUSH 8", PRIMAL RAGE-GENESIS, TOY STORY-GENESIS, SUPER MARIO WORLD-SNES, BEST OF THE BEST CHAMPIONSHIP KARATE-SNES, CONTA-NES, DRAGON WARRIOR

SNESS U
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
CBD GUMMIES, CBD MINT TINCTURE, CBD DOG TREATS-5MG, CBD LOTION- UNSCENTED, CBD MUSCLE GEL, CBD MUSCLE CREAM, CBD ROLL-ON-RUB, CBD CAPSULES

BLOOM RELAXATION
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
BEE DECOR SIGN, FLORAL FLOWER POT, HAPPY HIVE PILLOW, BEE YOU SIGN, HAPPY HIVE MINI TAPESTRY, MEANT TO BEE PHOTO FRAME, WELCOME TO OUR PATIO WOODEN SIGN, BEE HAPPY METAL SIGN, CERAMIC BIRD CUP

BUZZING BEE HOME DECOR
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
RELAX ESSENTIAL OIL ROLL ON, APPLE CIDER VINEGAR GUMMIES, CBD MORNING DROPS, ORANGE PINEAPPLE CBD FRUIT TARTS, CBD BALM, LIP BALM, NATURALS CBD GUMMIES, UNSCENTED PLANT THERAPY HAND CREAM, SMALL BATCH HEMP BATCH COFFEE

ALLEVIATE STRESS
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
$50 CARAVAN WINE GIFT CARD, 2 8OZ BAGS DECAF BRAZIL ROAST, 2 8OZ BAGS ETHIOPIAN ROAST

BEANS AND GWAPES
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
Trivia Theme Announced
11:00 AM
GET TO HOST THE SATURDAY MORNING FREAK SHOW

FABULOUS SATURDAY MORNING FREAK SHOW
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
AEROUS BIKE HELMET, $50 ANYTIME FITNESS TRAINING CERTIFICATE, ANYTIME FITNESS VIP PASS, BLENDER BOTTLE, ANYTIME FITNESS TSHIRT, COUSINS SUB CERTIFICATE

FIT AND FUN
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
CLASSIC VIDEO GAMES (CALL OF DUTY, MEDAL OF HONOR, TURNING POINT, LEGENDARY), VINTAGE APPAREL, ASSOCIATED GAMES, MUSIC, AND BOOKS

GAMER-GEEK COLLECTOR
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
BANANA DOG TOY, DOG SLUSHY DOG TREATS, BEEF CHEEK ROLL, NULO HYDRATE ROTISSERIE CHICKEN FLAVOR WATER ENHANCER, NULO HYDRATE BEEF BRISKET FLAVOR WATER ENHANCER

PUPPY LOVES
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
350 ACOUSTIC REVIVAL CD'S IN GUITAR CASE

ACOUSTIC REVIVAL
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
AMERICAN FAMILY INSURANCE
CHAMPIONSHIP HAT, POP SOCKET,
CHAMPIONSHIP WATER BOTTLE, GOLF DIVET
FIXER, STEVE STRICKER FOUNDATION BALL
MARKER, STEVE STRICKER POP SOCKET,
CHAMPIONSHIP VISOR, CHAMPIONSHIP PIN

AM FAM CHAMP BOX
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
CHEAP TRICK HAT, VINTAGE 90FM T-SHIRT (XL), $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO RADIO KAOS, 54 CD'S IN CELEBRATION OF 90FM'S 54 YEARS ON THE AIR

THEN AND NOW
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
STAINLESS STEEL BLACK 24OZ TUMBLER, PUMPKIN K-CUPS, HAZELNUT COFFEE GROUNDS, DUNKIN T-SHIRTS (2X), 5-STAR LANES PARTY PACK CERTIFICATE

DUNKIN DELIGHT
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
TRIBUTE DAY ARTIST ANNOUNCED 1:00 PM
TOMAGOTCHI, ALBUMS: BURIAL (ANTIDAWN), APHEX TWIN (SELECTED AMBIENT WORKS), MAGIG ONEOHTRIX (POINT NEVER), LOTS AND LOTS OF POP ROCKS

NEW PLATFORM
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
TRIVIA 52 HAT, TRIVA 52 DECK OF CARDS, TRIVIA 52 MUG, TRIVIA 52 TSHIRT (L), TOPPERS GIFT CERTIFICATE, MARVIN GAYE (HEARD IT THROUGH THE GRAPE VINE), IKE AND TINE TURNER (CUSSIN, CRYIN, AND CARRYING ON), ARETHA FRANKLIN (YOUNG, GIFTED, AND BLACK), TRIVIA 51 TSHIRT (M), TRIVIA 49 TSHIRT (M)

90FM THROWBACKS
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
"SPARKLING HOLIDAY" BOOKLET OF 20 USPS FOREVER STAMPS, 6 HALLMARK JOLLY ST NICK ORNAMENTS

JOLLY OLD SAINT NICK
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
SIGNED MINI HELMET (DEAN LOWRY), PACKERS ADJUSTABLE HAT, PACKERS LUNCH BOX, PACKERS TRAVEL MUG, PACKERS TSHIRT (M)

GPG LOWRY
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
$50 CARAVAN WINE GIFT CARD, 3 $35 GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR CLASSES AT WI WOOL EXCHANGE, 2 HAND KNITTED ITEMS BY KATY STREBE AKA JUICE PRINCESS

STITCH AND SIP
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
$200 GIFT CERTIFICATE, JEWELRY CLEANER KIT

SO FRESH, SO CLEAN
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755

#22
SCORCHED WAVES TSHIRT (L), SCORCHED WAVES STICKERS, PATCHES, RUBBER BRACELETS, COPY OF NEW RELEASE TELEVISED PARADISE, TO LOVE SOPHIA (BUZZ BURINSKI), 2 TOPPERS GIFT CERTIFICATES

LOCAL MUSIC PACKAGE
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
PATHFINDER GOBLIN PLUSHY, DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS AGDPN LONGSCARF PLUSH, DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS RED DRAGON PLUSH, TRIVIA 49 ZIP UP JACKET, TRIVIA 5-0 SWEAT PANTS, TRIVIA 51 SWEATSHIRT (ALL CLOTHING ITEMS ARE S), 2 SKIPPS OR 5-STAR FREE BOWLING GAMES

PLUSH AND COZY
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
1/3 of a yard (roughly 65 gallons) of quality finished compost from Stevens Point, one year of curbside collection of compost, provided 5-gallon bucket and is picked up weekly, new buckets are provided regularly, variety box of fresh produce from a central Wisconsin garden, delivered every other Thursday starting June through October (total of nine boxes)

THE LOCAVORE LOVES
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
ONE STANDARD STAY AT THE COBBLESTONE HOTEL OF STEVENS POINT

SLEEPY TIME
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
4 ONE TIME FREE ADMISSIONS TONY JAZZ COTERIE PERFORMANCE

JAZZ COTERIE
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
TRIVIA ORNAMENTS: 33, 37, 47, 51, 52,
CANDLES: OH CHRISTMAS TREE CANDLE,
3 VISIONS OF SUGAR PLUMS CANDLE,
ALL THINGS CHRISTMAS WAX MELTS,
CHRISTMAS KISSES WAX MELTS, 2 ALL
THINGS CHRISTMAS CANDLE

SEASONS GREETINGS
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
BOOKS: THE THURBER, ANNE TYLER, ANIL'S GHOST (MICHAEL ONDAATJE), DOCTOR ZHIVAGO, THE FAR SIDE OF THE WORLD, DEAD MAN'S WALK, SHIP OF GOLD, A SOLDIER OF THE GREAT WAR, SEABISCUIT, THE HUNDRED SECRET SENSES, A PASSAGE TO INDIA, 3 $10 GIFT CERTIFICATES TO EARTH CRUST BAKERY, 2 FREE COUSINS SUBS, TOPPERS GIFT CERTIFICATE

DAY AT HOME
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
DIG DEEP ALBUM, DIG DEEP (HEAVY HEART), DIG DEEP TSHIRT (M), 2 DIG DEEP STICKERS, FUZZ DOLLY (DEAD WHISPER) (INFLATABLE LIVE) (XOC), BIG BIG FURNACE (BIG BIG FURNACE) (SOUND TRACK TO MIDWESTERN WINTER)

LOCAL MUSIC PACKAGE #2
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
50 DOLLAR GIFT CARD TO MICHELE'S RESTAURANT & 2 FRANK SINATRA ALBUMS

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755

#31
TRIVIA 52 DECK OF CARDS, TRIVIA 52 HAT, TRIVIA 52 TSHIRT, TRIVIA 37 TSHIRT (XL), TRIVIA 49 TSHIRT (YTHL), TOPPERS GIFT CERTIFICATE, ERIC CLAPTON ALBUM, BRIAN SELTZER (ROCKABILLIES RIOT), STEELY DAN (LIVE)

90FM THROWBACKS #2
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
3 MONTH ADULT/ FAMILY MEMBERSHIP, FREE ACCESS TO 2 POOLS FOR EXERCISE, SWIM LESSONS AND OPEN SWIM. FREE PERSONAL TRAINER CONSULTATION, FREE DROP-IN CHILD CARE FOR UP TO 3 HOURS WHILE WORKING OUT, FREE FAMILY FRIENDLY AND GROUP FITNESS CLASSES, REDUCED RATES ON SPECIALTY PROGRAMS

**MUCH MORE TO ENJOY BY JOINING THE Y**

Stevens Point Area YMCA
1000 Division Street Stevens Point, WI 54481
715.342.2980 • www.spymca.org

This Silent Auction Item Includes:
- Gift Certificate redeemable for a 3-Month Adult or Family Membership
- Free Access to 2 Pools for Exercise, Swim Lessons and Open Swim
- Free Personal Trainer consultation
- Free Drop-In Child Care for up to 3 hours while working out at the Y

*Already a Y Member? Gift certificates is valid toward your current membership!

**YMCA GIFT CERTIFICATE**

- 3 Month Adult or Family Membership
- Free drop in child care
- 120+ Classes per week included with membership
- Reduced rates on specialty programs
- Youth sports, swim lessons, tennis, basketball, TAI CHI, Pilates reformer and more!

CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
3 CHRISTOPHER RADKO HANDBLOWN GLASS SNOWMAN ORNAMENTS, 3 OPUS N' BILL ORNAMENTS, 1 SNOOPY HALLMARK ORNAMENT

BYGONE CHRISTMAS
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
AGORA GIFT CARD, FUZZDOLLY (DEAD WHISPER), TWO FREE BOWLING GAMES AT SKIPPS OR 5 STAR, TWO ROCKY ROCOCO ONE TOPPING PIZZA

SUPPORT IN LOCAL
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
FULL SERVICE SYNTHETIC OIL CHANGE (69.99 VALUE)
TWO FREE ONE-TOPPING PIZZAS

LUBED UP
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
TWO CLUB LEVEL SEATS TO THE JANUARY 1ST, PACKERS VS VIKINGS GAME, ACCESS TO CLUB LEVEL AMENITIES, FOOD AND BEVERAGE DELIVERED TO YOUR SEAT

DAC PACK ATTACK
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
CAFÉ VERONA DARK ROAST
16 OZ, METAL VACUUM INSULATED WATER BOTTLE,
COLOR CHANGING REUSABLE HOT CUPS

PIPIN HOT
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
"SUNDAY FUNNIES" SHEET OF STAMPS, 2 POPEYE HALLMARK ORNAMENTS, 1 PEANUTS HALLMARK ORNAMENT

SUNDAY FUNNIES
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
POINT BREWERY METAL SIGN, 4 POINT BREWERY GLASSES, TIN BUCKET OF CAN COOZIES.

POINT PRIDE
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
$25 SENTRYWORLD GIFT CARD GOOD FOR SENTRYWORLD, MUSE, THE INN, OR SENTRY WORLD PRO SHOP. W/ GUU'S ON MAIN GIFT CARD, AND SKIPPS BOWLING PASS

D8 NITES DUN RITE
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
MUSIC AND VIDEO DONATED FROM THE FABULOUS SATURDAY MORNING FREAKSHOW

FREAK OUT!
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
STERLING SILVER 4.14CT CUSHION CUT MYSTIC TOPAZ WITH 0.24TCW DIAMOND BAIL ON FINE CHAIN, STERLING SILVER YELLOW GOLD PLATE WITH Briolette ONYX ON CHAIN

LOVE YOU INFINITY STONES
CALL TO BID: 715-346-3755
WILL THERE BE MORE? TUNE IN TO RADIOTHON ON DECEMBER 3RD AND SUPPORT YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE, 90FM!

UPCOMING:
END OF THE WORLD, DECEMBER 9
TRIBUTE DAY, FEBRUARY 11

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER, INSTAGRAM, FACEBOOK, AND TIKTOK @WWSP90FM!